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Research aims and tasks:

Research aims:
- Creating a good environment for students to develop software skills so that students can take advantage of their learning, research ability and building career.
- Developing student source in solving issues about learning skills, scientific research, and building career.
- Developing student source and giving them opportunities to join the process to build a name, bring economic profits and building international name for college.

**Topic’s structure:**

Except preface, conclusion, appendix, the topic is divided into the following chapters:

Chapter 1: General information about the research

Chapter 2: Topic’s content:
1. Definition of research and development group
2. Roles of research and development group
3. Conditions to build research group and develop it

Chapter 3: Topic’s activities

Chapter 4: Plan to carry out the research

Chapter 5: Suggestions

**Research achievements:**

- Providing, training and carrying out a scale to build research and development groups for students to solve problems about learning, research and career

- Building a environment for students to improve software skill to learn, research and carrier through projects, topics that need to have cooperation of students, schools and schools' important partners.

- Building company model in school to supply training programs to develop skills in order to bring training quality, economy and name for school.